<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY</th>
<th>TEST AND OBJECTIVES</th>
<th>Session-activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| FRIDAY JUNE 12th | **Language test - (English Pathway)** Students will identify and **use:**  
☆ Adverbs of time, place and manner.  
☆ Can and Can’t.  
☆ There is & There are.  
**Composition Project** Write your autobiography in a picCollage where you mention a description and information about yourself, accomplishments and future plans. Include pictures.  
**2C Miss Dania** Upload session 1 activity 1  
Due date: **Friday May 29th**  
**2A/B Miss Lucy** Upload Seesaw Activities My Autobiography  
Due date: **Friday June 12th** | **Challenge 7**  
- Session 1 act. 5  
- Session 2 act. 3  
- Session 4 act. 4  
- Session 6 act. 3  
- Session 7 act. 3  
- Session 11 act. 4  
- Session 14 act. 3  
- Session 16 act. 4  
- Session 19 act. 3 |
| MONDAY JUNE 15th | **Reading Comprehension test** Students will read and answer comprehension questions about a story. (Details questions: who, what, when, why, how).  
**Math Quiz** Students will:  
☆ Solve word math problems additions and subtraction.  
☆ Solve basic addition and subtraction operations. Identify numbers by their word form. | **Schoolastic Bookflix App**  
**Dreambox App** |
| TUESDAY JUNE 16th | **Vocabulary test** Students will identify and complete sentences with the challenge words:  
Solve, zigzag, vibration. Circular, behavior, conflictive, violence, feelings, hobby, straight line, distress, calm down, upset, unhappy, joyful. | **Dreambox App**  
**Challenge 7**  
- Session 1 act. 8  
- Session 3 act. 7  
- Session 10 act. 7  
- Session 18 act. 7  
- Session 20 act. 6 |

**Science Project**  
Create a Marble Maze using recycled materials. Create a picCollage of pictures of the creation process and a video to see it in action.  
Upload session 1 activity 2  
Due date: **Friday June 5th**
Choose the correct adverb to complete the sentences.
Adverbs describe how, when and the time an action happens.

The boy runs ____________.

- fast
- slowly
The turtle walks _________.

- fast
- slowly

I can count to 10 _________.

- sadly
- easily
We read _______.

- near
- quietly

I sing __________.

- loudly
- soon
I wake up ________ in the morning. *

- early
- patiently

I brush my teeth ________.

- daily
- here
_______ is my birthday! *

1 point

- Immediately
- Today

I ________ do my homework. *

1 point

- far
- always
I exercise ________.*

- regularly
- near

I play tag ________.*

- outside
- slowly
I live ________ school. *

- near
- now

When it rains we stay ________ the house. *

- inside
- patiently
The cookies are ___________.

- in the kitchen
- at night

My toys are ___________.

- finally
- everywhere
Which adverbs tell place? *

**Where?**

- sometimes, never, daily.
- behind, everywhere, near.
- beautifully, loudly, happily.

Which adverbs tell time? *

**When?**

- sometimes, never, daily.
- behind, everywhere, near.
- beautifully, loudly, happily.
Which adverbs tell manner? *

- sometimes, never, daily.
- behind, everywhere, near.
- beautifully, loudly, happily.

Complete the sentences with can and can't.
Can means possibility of doing something. Can't is the contraction of can not.
Can = yes
Can't = no

Birds _______ fly.
- can
- can't
Dolphins ____ run.  

- can
- can't

Dogs _____ bark.  

- can
- can't
A baby _____ drive a car. *

- can
- can't

I _____ speak Spanish. *

- can
- can't
Crocodiles _____ cook a cake. *

- can
- can't

Monkeys _____ climb trees. *

- can
- can't

Complete the sentences with there is or there are.

There is for singular nouns.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd75QfVQYSS-gwfew9h1RQYwhRpl_VtWtfWmcm0cWfkXgsIKw/viewform
There is for singular nouns.
There are for plural nouns.

_________ a bee in the flower. *

- There is  
- There are

________ 9 planets in the solar system. *

- There is  
- There are
_______ 6 balloons for the party. *

- There is
- There are

_______ one cup of coffee on the table. *

- There is
- There are
There is a lot of people at the beach. *

○ There is
○ There are
Write a sentence with each word.

1. Solve *

Your answer

2. Behavior *

Your answer

3. Hobby *

Your answer
Choose the correct word for each definition.

4. Unhappy *
Your answer

5. Calm down *
Your answer

6. A line that has short, sharp turns or angles. *

- circular
- zigzag
- distress
7. Unhappiness or pain. *

- calm down
- circular
- distress

8. Shaped like a circle. *

- circular
- around
- straight line
9. A line that doesn`t have any curves, bends or angles. *

- upset
- straight line
- conflict

10. Angry or unhappy. *

- unhappy
- feelings
- upset
Read and complete each sentence.

11. The _____________ of the window woke me up. *

- feelings
- violence
- vibration
12. That girl is very ________________.

- conflictive
- violence
- unhappy

13. She is very sensitive to other people´s ________________.

- upset
- feelings
14. That movie includes a lot of ______________. *

- violence
- feelings
- upset

15. I __________ like to eat vegetables. *

- behavior
- don´t
- joyful
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Math Guide -2nd grade
Block 5
* Required

1. Write your complete name.

Read and solve each problem.

2. 1. Joan has 55 books. Sally has 48 books. How many books do they have together? *

Mark only one oval.

- [ ] 108 books.
- [ ] 103 books
- [ ] 101 books
3. Sara found 35 seashells and Nancy found 50 seashells on the beach. How many seashells they found in total? *

Mark only one oval.

- 75 seashells
- 65 seashells
- 85 seashells

4. Rita had 13 marbles. She gave 7 marbles to Tonny. How many marbles does Rita have left?

Mark only one oval.

- 6 marbles
- 8 marbles
- 20 marbles
4. Jemma had 74 coins. After spending 20 coins on a football game. How many coins does she have left?  

Mark only one oval.

- 84 coins
- 54 coins
- 64 coins

5. A chicken found 42 seeds on the ground. It ate 40 seeds then walked away. How many seed where left on the ground?

Mark only one oval.

- 82 seeds
- 2 seeds
- 10 seeds
7. Loly has 34 balls and she gave 14 to her brother. How many balls she have left?

Mark only one oval.

☐ 20 balls
☐ 56 balls
☐ 48 balls

Solve the following operations.

8. 7. 133 - 23 =

Mark only one oval.

☐ 110
☐ 135

9. 8. 56 - 30 =

Mark only one oval.

☐ 26
☐ 86

10. 9. 96 - 46 =

Mark only one oval.

☐ 112
☐ 50
11. 10. 89 - 53 =

Mark only one oval.

☐ 36
☐ 54

0 points

12. 11. 25 +13 =

Mark only one oval.

☐ 38
☐ 48

1 point

13. 12. 96 + 4 =

Mark only one oval.

☐ 92
☐ 100

1 point

14. 13. 71 + 23 =

Mark only one oval.

☐ 81
☐ 94

1 point
15. 14. 54 + 43 = 1 point

Mark only one oval.

☐ 94
☐ 97

Choose the correct number form of the written number.

16. 15. eight hundred forty eight 1 point

Mark only one oval.

☐ 848
☐ 818
☐ 8048

17. 16. fifty two 1 point

Mark only one oval.

☐ 52
☐ 552
☐ 12

18. 17. fourteen 1 point

Mark only one oval.

☐ 40
☐ 14
☐ 41
19. Three hundred twelve

Mark only one oval.

☐ 320
☐ 312
☐ 314

20. Six hundred

Mark only one oval.

☐ 600
☐ 60
☐ 16

21. Thirty

Mark only one oval.

☐ 13
☐ 30
☐ 313
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* Required

Write your complete name. *

Your answer
Galileo was born on February 15, 1564 in Tuscany, Pisa, Italy. He went to college in a city called Pisa. He was very smart. He was interested in many subjects. He liked math and science. He did not always study the sky. At first he studied math. Then, he taught math. He was a teacher at two different colleges.

Galileo was a good observer. He watched how the world worked. He began making things. He made his own telescope. People used it to look for ships in the water. Galileo used it to look at the sky. He started to study the moon and planets. He made discoveries. He saw the moon craters. He saw Jupiter has moons going around it. Nobody knew this before Galileo, that is why they are called Galilean moons.

Galileo said the sun was the center of the universe. He said Earth went around the sun. Everyone thought that the sun went around the Earth. Galileo was a great scientist. He is the father of the astronomy. That is the study of space. He taught us important things about how the world works. He died on 1642.
When was Galileo born? *  

- February 15th, 1564.  
- July 24th, 1582

Where was Galileo born? *  

- Tuscany, Pisa, Italy  
- Rome, Italy

What were the subjects that he liked? *  

- Math and science  
- English and gymnastics

In how many colleges was he a teacher? *  

- One  
- Two
|   |   
|---|---
| **One** | **Two** |

**What did Galileo created?**  
- Telescope  
- Telephone

**What did he study with the telescope?**  
- Water and ships  
- Moon and planets

**How are Jupiters' moons called?**  
- Galilean moons  
- Jupiterlian moons

**People used to think the sun _____.**  
- moved around the Earth  
- was the center of the universe

**Galileo was the father of _____.**
What does astronomy study? *

- the plants
- the sky

1 point
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